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This declaration certifies conformity with the specified Directive, but is not a warranty of characteristics in the event of improper 
use. Safety instructions in the product documentation must be followed. 
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1. KBE Elektrotechnik GmbH (KBE) hereby certifies that the products manufactured and 
supplied by the company comply with the legal provisions applicable in Germany.  
For deliveries to other EU Member States, KBE hereby certifies compliance, beyond the 
legal provisions applicable in Germany, with those EU Directives for which the 
implementation deadline has passed and that have not yet been implemented in 
Germany by the date of delivery, if and to the extent that they have been implemented at 
the delivery location or are directly applicable there. KBE shall only take into due 
consideration further legal provisions in other EU Member States if the orderer has 
notified KBE of these, and if KBE has explicitly accepted the validity of these in at least 
text form. 
For delivery to non-EU states (third countries), KBE shall comply with the legal 
provisions applicable to the product in the agreed country of destination, above and 
beyond or in derogation of the legal provisions applicable in Germany, if the orderer has 
notified KBE of the relevant provisions prior to conclusion of the contract, and if KBE has 
explicitly accepted the validity of these in at least text form.  
The absence of explicit acceptance in text form shall imply refusal of any orderer’s 
requests. 
 

2. Additional to the above, in the event that the orderer explicitly makes the request in 
writing prior to conclusion of the contract, voluntary compliance with the following 
requirements shall be accepted: 

 Notifying the orderer with regard to declarable substances in accordance with 
GADSL (Global Automotive Declarable Substance List); 

 Information and disclosure requirements with regard to notifying the orderer in 
accordance with Section 1502 of the Dodd Frank Act (conflict minerals); 

 Information requirements with regard to notifying the orderer of any declarable or 
prohibited substances in accordance with California Proposition 65 (1986). 

 
3. There are no further declarations regarding compliance with regulations, codices, or 

legal standards or guidelines which do not apply to the contractual relationship, or which 
will only apply to it in future. These do not form part of the contract, unless otherwise 
expressly agreed in at least text form. 

 
4. Contractual agreements concluded between KBE and the orderer with regard to product 

quality and specifications shall remain unaffected. 
 
Kind regards, 
     
 

                                               
Berlin, 16.03.2020   

Place, date   M. Pioch (Head of Quality Management) 


